
REYDON VILLAGE PLAN 

MINUTES OF THE STEERING GROUP MEETING AT THE RANDOLPH HOTEL 

10
th

 APRIL 2014 AT 7PM 

 

Present:   Dexter Kirk, Julie Jordan,Pamela Cyprian, Jim Elmes, Sally Skinner, John Skinner, 

Roger Cracknell, Margaret Beckett, Brian Jolley, Philip O’Hear. 

 

Apologies:   Kate Stevenson, Ridley Burnett, Tony Smith. 

1. Minutes of the previous meeting held on 6
th

 March 2014. 

These minutes had been circulated and were formally approved and signed, all in 

favour. 

2. Matters arising. 

There were none that were not on the agenda. 

3. Chair’s opening remarks. 

Those involved in the Randolph Hotel event were thanked for their time and 

enthusiasm.   The event was well attended and served its purpose, with useful 

feedback on the questionnaire received. 

4. 1990 Reydon Plan 

The chair referred to the 1990 plan, which had been previously circulated by email.   

The plan is ‘dead and buried ‘and whilst well received at the time had not in practice 

been taken forward, because of a lack of volunteers.   The Reydon Trust had 

reviewed its decision with regard to supporting the current steering committee’s 

work and had allocated a sum of £500 towards the cost of the project. 

5. Questionnaire group report 

A proof of the questionnaire was circulated and admired, and the timescale for its 

distribution and return as per the latest timetable confirmed.   1700 copies were to 

be printed.   Delivery rounds were also confirmed (an email was going out in this 

regard).   Collection points were also confirmed.   Jim will empty the collection boxes 

every day.   This was preferred to posting them.    The hope was that most would be 

answered on line, with a prize available to the winner of the ‘draw’ made from the 

list of those completing on line only.   There is a return/label on the questionnaire to 

confirm method of completing the form.   Whilst on line responses automatically 

feed in to the analysis program, hand written responses would need to be entered 

by hand.   Someone (or a small group) was needed to enter the data, and a fee 

would need to be paid either per hour or per copy entered. (4 per hour thought 

reasonable).   The chair would confirm the price and establish the availability of 

parties interested in doing the job in the timescale required. 

6. Treasurer’s Report 

The source of a large donation was secret, but the necessary paperwork had been 

completed by Dexter and Ridley.   The money was now assured, but should the 

donation unexpectedly fail to materialise, we could return to the Southwold Trust, to 

seek support.   The total of donations was likely now to reach £10,000, more than 

enough to complete the work.   The current balance of funds was £3,145. 

 

 

 



7. Communications 

The launch of the questionnaire would appear in the April editions of the Gazette 

and Organ. 

8. AOB 

The questionnaires were expected back from the printer in the next 2 weeks and 

from 1
st

 May a label would need to be affixed to each and each put into an envelope.   

Volunteers from amongst the group were happy to help with this.   Philip would send 

out an email requesting volunteers formally, and set out the administrative 

arrangements for completing this task. 

The ongoing issue of the Southwold only Neighbourhood Plan and its ramifications 

were discussed briefly. 

9. Date of the Next Meeting 

Thursday 15
th

 May @ 7.00 p.m. 

 


